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For more information, contact 
Unisys Payment Systems at
http://www.unisys.com/marketplace/products/psd

Unisys defines state of the
art document technology
with Intelligent Speed
Series document processors.

Intelligent speed selection
enables the operator to
select the most effective
operational speed and 
maximize real-time
throughput.

Intelligent Speed Series Features and Benefits:

•New Product Platforms - The 
NDP 1600 (1600 dpm transport) and
the NDP 2000 (2000 dpm transport) 
join the Unisys NDP 1150 and 
NDP 1825 high speed transports.
These new transports support all 
features of the NDP series, including
CCITT/JPEG Dual Image, Windows
NT CAPI, CAR/ICR, multiline ink jet
endorser, microfilmer, and 48 pockets.

•Field Upgradability - The NDP 1600
and NDP 1825 are field upgradable to
2000 dpm. Customers can start on a
lower cost platform and upgrade as
their volumes increase.

•Intelligent Speed Selection - The 
NDP 1150/1600/1825/2000 enable 
the operator to select the speed of
the transport based on work type 
for increased system throughput.

•Processing Accuracy - Unisys 
transports offer the lowest reject rate
in the industry as a result of advanced
MICR reader design.

•Superior Image Capability - Unisys 
transports provide industry-leading
dual CCITT/JPEG imaging as well as
an image quality monitoring feature.

•Scalability - Windows NT and CAPI
provide Unisys transports with a
common user interface and an 
application interface to a large variety
of NT-based applications that meet 
all your document processing 
requirements.

•IBM 3890 Seamless Emulation -
SortLogic enables Unisys transports to
operate in an IBM host environment.
Customers receive the benefits of new
technology, more pockets, and lower
MICR reject rates at a lower cost.

•Video Help/Training and Multimedia -
Operator video help and training
delivers multimedia right on the 
transport!  This unique Unisys feature
provides interactive new-hire operator
training and help as well as access to
internet-based product information.
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